
A few years back at our Olympics closing ceremonies, Josh made his traditional speech reuniting us as one camp. We

watched our flag marked with our Olympic core values (Sportsmanship, Teamwork, Spirit, Effort) become reattached,

marking the end of our three day exhilarating competition. That day, he said something that has since become a mantra of

sorts for all of us at Gate Hill Day Camp; “One camp, One love.” It wasn’t planned, but it couldn’t have been more relevant

and it has certainly stuck. One Camp, One Love hits to the core of who and what we are; One cohesive community who loves,

respects, celebrates and supports each other in everything we do and in everything we are when we come together at

Gate Hill. 

 

In the spirit of One Camp, One Love and in acknowledgment of the challenges we face today, we are asking our GHDC Summer

2021 camp community to join us in taking a pledge to uphold all of our health and safety protocols when we are

physically at camp, and to act in accordance with local, state and national safety guidelines throughout the summer

while your children are enrolled at camp. Although there is finally a light at the end of the tunnel, we are still living in

unprecedented times and we need to all stay actively engaged in keeping our community safe, and to make every effort to

stay well and protect each other.

 

Buddy's Pledge

TO PROTECT MYSELF & PROTECT OTHERS I WILL
 Wash my hands often with soap and water or use hand sanitizer.

Maintain appropriate physical distancing and carefully observe instructional signs and follow directions.

Wear an appropriate face covering as required.

Monitor for the symptoms of COVID-19 and stay home if I feel ill or after exposure to someone who is ill or has

tested positive for COVID-19.

Be positive and attentive to the Health and Safety protocols.

Participate in testing and vaccine programs as recommended

WE’RE ALL IN THIS TOGETHER
If needed, participate in contact tracing to preserve the wellness of the community. 

Follow CDC and NYS guidance 

Buddy's Pledge

to stop the spread of covid-19

As a Gate Hill Day Camp 2021 camper and/or staff member, I pledge to take responsibility to protect my own health, the

health of others, and the entire Gate Hill Community by committing to this Buddy’s Pledge: 


